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Abstract—Video Multicast in Multi-Rate wireless network attracted significant research, heterogeneity in clients, 

different bitrate of video data cause clients to adjust with video quality prior work defined for clients who expect 

differentiated qualities of video security issue with multicast deals like the packet to be multicast is replicated for each 

client. This transmission cause data packet to be received by other users who have access of network (directly attached to 

transmission media) and reduce the security and robustness of network. Here we present a novel content aware secured 

video multicasting protocol for quality differentiated video multicasting. It works in simple two steps 1) Frame analysis 2) 

Key Embedding & Steganography for QDM. Frames are extracted from the Video data and analyzed and then 

embedding the key message in that frames to continue processing steganography. 

 

IndexTerms — Data Embedding, Steganography, QDM, CVM  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless broadcast nature is amazing concept to manage bandwidth requirement while multicasting video over multiple 

bitrate network , devices have different modulation schemes[1], this will waste bandwidth if a member in multicast is having 

higher bit rate which desire good quality. To overcome this problem Dynamic Rate Adaptation scheme with quality 

differentiated feature proposed (QDM) [1]. In this paper we are dealing with the information security on specified approach of 

QDM and dynamic rate adaptation. To secure data this paper proposed simple algorithms based procedure. This procedure 

include two major steps step-1: Frame analysis in which we divide the video data into n frames to multicast. Step-2: Embedding 

Message and Steganography. The proposed method deals with the information security i.e. video data to provide security we 

have embedded text on selected frames of video data. The text we are embedding is simple message string. Steganography is 

applied to embed data into the video frames.  

II. RELATED WORK 

In Network Information Flow [3] Rudolf Ahlswede, Ning Cai, Shuo-Yen Robert Li stated with one information source, 

and they got simple types of the admissible coding rate region. their result can be followed as the Max-flow Min-cut Theorem 

for network information flow. Contrary to one’s intuition, their proposal shows that it is in general not optimal to esteem the 

information to be multicast as a “fluid” that can simply be sent or replicated. Radhika Gowaikar, Ravi Palanki, Babak Hassibi, 

Michelle Eros stated in Capacity of wireless erasure networks [4] at multicast problems over these networks.The capacity under 

the hypothesis that erasure places on all the links of the network are provided to the destinations is acquired. It depicts that the 

capacity region has a nice max-°ow min-cut interpretation. The definition of cut-capacity in these networks integrates the 

broadcast ability of the wireless medium. It is further shown that linear coding at nodes in the network sources to achieve the 

capacity region. In Secure Routing for Mobile Ad hoc Networks [5] Panagiotis Papadimitratos and Zygmunt J. Haas present a 

route discovery protocol that eases the damaging effects of such malicious behavior, as to provide precise connectivity data. Our 

protocol guarantees that invented, compromised, or replayed route answers would either be rejected or never reach back the 

querying node. Also, the protocol sensitivity is secured under different types of attacks that exploit the routing protocol itself. 

In “Weakly Secure Network Coding” [6] Kapil Bhattad and Krishna R. Narayanan illustration that under the new security 

requirements communication is possible at the multicast capability. A lined alteration is provided for networks with a given 

linear code to mark the system safe. The transformation required to be done solitary at the source and the operations at the 

intermediate nodes remain unaffected. “The Secure Ring Protocols for Securing Group Communication” Kim Potter Kihlstrom, 

L. E. Moser, 

P. M. Melliar-Smith describe here Secure Ring, a suite of group communication protocols that provide protection against 

Byzantine faults. These protocols multicast messages to groups of processors within an asynchronous distributed system, impose 

a consistent total order on messages, and maintain consistent group memberships. 

In CASM [2], A Content Aware Secure Multicast defined three modules 1) a scalable light-weight algorithm for group 

key management; 2) a content-aware key embedding algorithm that can make video quality distortion imperceptible and is 

reliable for clients to detect embedded keys 3) a smart two-level video encryption algorithm that can selectively encrypt a small 

set of video data only, this paper ensure the video as well as the embedded keys unrecognizable without a genuine key. The 

implementation of the CASM protocol is independent of the underlying multicast mechanism and is fully compatible with 

existing 5.coding standards. Performance evaluation studies built upon a CASM prototype have demonstrated that 
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CASM is highly robust and scalable in dynamic multicast environments. Moreover, it ensures secure distribution of key 

and video data with minimized communication and computation overheads. The proposed content-aware key embedding and 

encryption algorithms are fast enough to support real-time video multicasting. QDM [1] propose a rate scheduling model that 

selects the optimal transmission bitrate for each video frame to maximize the total visual quality for a multicast group focus to 

the minimum-visual-qualityguaranteed limit. We then propose a practical and easy-to-implement protocol, called QDM, which 

makes a cluster-based structure to divide node heterogeneity and adjusts the transmission bit-rate to network dynamics based on 

video quality observed by the representative cluster heads. Since QDM selects the rate by a sample-based method, it is 

appropriate for real-time communication streaming even without any preprocess. We demonstrate that QDM can adjust to 

network dynamics and variable video-bit rates competently, and yield a gain of 2-5 dB in relations of the average video quality 

as related to the leader based approach. 

 

 III. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

(a) Loss Probability: Packet loss occurs when packet fails to reach its destination. The probability of  packet loss can also affect 

multicasting. 

(b) Time: Time required transmitting subset of frames over the network as we are working with the Multirate network hence 

bandwidth heterogeneity of client effect time. 

(c) Video Quality: Video quality or visual quality is quality of video to be transmitted. As we have clients whom bandwidth 

requirements may vary and therby our motive is to maintain the maximum quality as per their bandwidth requirement. 

(d) Visual Degradation: This norm calculates the perceptual distortion of the video data with respect to the plain video. In some  

applications, it could be desirable to achieve enough visual degradation. 

(e) Encryption Ratio: This criterion measures the ratio between the size of encrypted part and the whole 

data size. Encryption ratio has to be minimized to reduce computational complexity [8]. 

(f) Speed: Encryption and decryption algorithms should be fast enough to meet real time requirements [8]. 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Frames are images which compose the complete moving picture as video that means video data is made up of sequence of 

frames which is audio visual element [9]. In this proposed system we divide video into the frame Group say F= {f1, f2 ,…, fn } 

where f denotes the frame and n indicates no if frames in the video data. The system having Members in m1ulticast M= {m1, m2, 

…, mj} where m is the member of multicast group and j is the no of members in the group. The rate of multicast group is given by 

R= {r1, r2, …, rk}. In CVM we have analyzed frames to provide security. For the reason mentioned in CVM steganography is 

applied on the frames to provide security the frames are then multicast through the channel and only member are able to retrieve 

the content those are having the secret message key which is embedded in frames. We have conducted experiments over a variety 

of video sequences to investigate the fmeasures. Shows a video frame with a 60 bit secret message embedded (left) and original 

frame (right), as well as the encrypted frame in 5.1 c. This sequence containing 100frames is taken from a sample cookie video The 

Loss probability indicates the loss of packets in transmission in CVM the loss probability as same as QDM as we are dealing with 

security phase only hence two more parameters are same as QDM in CVM the video quality is same as QDM and the Time of 
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transmission for the video in multicasting. The rest parameters are related to video encryption which we can improve to 

demonstrate the CVM. The video cryptography is broadly characterized in several algorithms enlist Fully Layered video 

cryptography permutation based video cryptography selective encryption. In CVM we used selective encryption as mentioned in 

section 4.1 we have selected any of four frames and applied encryption on the selected frames. Below table shows the comparison 

table of algorithms the parameters for fully layered and permutation based algorithms are referenced from the research of jolly shah 

and vikas saxena [8] and CASM content aware secure multicast algorithm parameters are referenced from the Hao Yin and other 

authors [2] and CVM parameters are calculated by the experiment performed. Where VD stands for Visual degradation, ER for 

Encryption ratio and Speed of Encryption denoted by Speed. 

 

 

IV. STEGANOGRAPHY AND ENCRYPTION 

The main objectives of CVM are to encrypt data and reduce the encryption time. The proposed system will use steganography to 

achieve the objectives. Steganography is the art of hiding text behind the other object like image, video etc. Video steganography 

using TPVD [11] uses all frames to embed data in it but their motive is just to embed data in the video. In this paper we are dealing 

to provide security by means of steganography. CVM is using steganography for providing the security by means of hiding text 

behind the analyzed frames. We consider here the text to be embed into the frame ft is T. Syndrome trellis code can be emerged 

here to provide the steganography. The compressed technique STC we could use to embed data behind the text. We hide the T 

message into video, by using this we eliminate the need of another communication process which traditional methods use to 

authenticate and authorize data and reduce the time and durability of system. Digital watermarking is a mostly studied data 

embedding. As a result. For consistent data embedding, Alattar et al. [12] have suggested that the original compressed stream can 

be partially decoded to uncover its syntactic items such data as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients can then be modified 

to insert the watermark. The CVM is motivated by this technique. It lets the frames average size value of certain regions in ft-

frames to embed data. The video data has high data rate and long playback duration thus video have huge volume of data. It is 

not feasible to encrypt the entire video, thus selective encryption is advocated. The selective encryption algorithm in CVM uses for 

few frames F’={f1,f2,..ft} where t<n, and F’ is the subset of F. This algorithm is quicker because of selective encryption. 

Therefore the steps in this paper include three major existing algorithms. 1. Steganography algorithm syndrome trellis algorithm to 

embed the data into the selected frames. 2. DCT algorithm to provide digital watermarking on the video data. 3. Selective 

encryption to provide encryption of video data Then finally this process is applied to the QDM [1] protocol. The CVM works in the 

way it first analyze frames as shown in section 4.1 means simple as a part of coding the we divide video data into n frames e.g. say 

n is 100 then video is divided in the 100 frames and based on size of frames further processing is performed. In the next step we 

have to select the frames on which we have to embed secret key as the proposed part we are embedding secret keys on selected 

frames as mentioned in section 4.1. This embedded key is the core concept of this proposed work after multicasting this key is to be 

match with the receiver if found correct the video data is allowed then otherwise this system will deny the video data. In the next 

step hiding data into the frame is done using syndrome trellis coding and key exchange process is performed using DCT Discrete 

Cosine Transform 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Broadcasting nature can allow the video streaming to be accessed by the unauthorized user hence here we can secure video by 

emerging digital signature to the video data by means of steganography over the network so that no unauthorized user can able to 

decrypt the video. QDM provide the best multirate multicasting of video and we can provide security in the QDM. Data 

embedding, Group key management and Selective encryption can be emerged into the QDM protocol we embed rekey message to 

avoid separate control channel for key transmission for the clients. We encrypt motion vectors and DC components only. Modified 

version of these combined algorithms can provide extreme quality based multirate multicasting of QDM with the great security 

based on Content aware secure multicasting of video. In this paper we proposed a Secured video Multicasting for Quality 

differentiated video multicast based on selective encryption. We used selective encryption to demonstrate less use of encryption 

with strong. 
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